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Go to my website www.ryanwealth.com
and request a

Second Opinion
analysis report!

And help answer the question:
"Will I outlive my money?"
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A BEAR OF AN OPPORTUNITY!

While many investors are understandably
concerned with their retirement savings, current
market conditions present investors with a
relatively rare opportunity. Research shows that
investors who invest in stocks systematically
during harsh bear markets outperform their
counterparts who begin in bull markets. The
simple fact is that investors in accumulation
phases are in a better position to take advantage
of the potential upside of a bear market than
they are to realize big gains in a bull market.
All investors need is the perspective that helps
them realize what kind of position they are in
historically. A professional financial consultant
can help investors understand how to take full
advantage of their potential.

Many investors are uncertain where to turn and
have no idea how to get from where they are, to
where they want to be, in the future. One of the
most important components of any successful
advisory relationship is to truly understand
who you are as a person. I focus on what is
most important to you, both financially and
personally. To schedule a consultation, please
give us a call.

Depressed equity prices enable investors to buy
more shares for their investment dollars than
they could otherwise purchase in a bull market.

*https://www.google.com/search?ei=h3oAWvvQCqfMjwTAm6_
wBA&q=2009+bear+market+study+T.+Rowe+Price+St
uart+Ritter&oq=2009+bear+market+study+T.+Rowe+
Price+Stuart+Ritter&gs_l=psy-ab.12...39201.58026.0.59
607.61.40.0.0.0.0.317.3574.3j14j3j2.22.0....0...1.1.64.psy-
ab..44.0.0....0.GKpqu-qICew


